Preface

Earlier versions of the papers in this collection were presented and discussed at a workshop at the Paul M Hebert Law Center, Louisiana State University, in March 2004, sponsored by the Pugh Institute for Justice. Grateful thanks are due to the Institute, to the Law Center, and to Chancellor John Costonis for their generous financial support and hospitality, to Robert Rose for indexing, and to Jennifer Moses.

Thanks are due to the contributors, not only for their papers, but also for their patience and co-operation during the protracted editorial process. Each paper received a detailed commentary at the workshop, and we are extremely grateful to the commentators for their work, which both stimulated discussion during the workshop and provided helpful critiques for the authors. For reasons of space we were not, regrettably, able to include commentaries in this volume, but we can at least list the commentators by name—John Baker, Phil Bates, Vera Bergelson, Tony Dillof, Marcelo Ferrante, Kimberly Ferzan, Kevin McMunigal, Penelope Pether, Ken Simons, and Leo Zaibert.
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